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ABSTRACT 

This report summarizes the results of an evaluation of a variety of advanced 
low·lhrust propulsion options for the cargo-delivery portion of a split-mission piloted Mars 
exploration scenario. The propulsion opUons considered were solar sails. 'OO-MWtj class 

. nuclear ejectric propulsion (NEP), 100-MV'le class solar electric propulsion (SEP). 
magnetic sails (magsails), mass drivers, rail guns. solar thermal rockets. beamed-energy 
(laser and microwave) propulsion systems. and tethers. The requirement was to transport 
400 metric tons (MT) of cargo from a 500-km altitude low Earth orbit (LEO) to a 6000-km 
~Ititude Mars orbit (e.g., Phobos' orbit) for the 2014 opportunity. The primary figures of 
merit used in this study were total initial mass in low Earth orbit (IMLEO) and the 
Earth-to-Mars trip time. 

The baseline propulsion system, against which the advanced propulsion concepts 
were compared, was an aerobraked chemical (02/H2) propulsion system with a specific 
impulse (Isp) of 470 Ibf-sllbm. This system had an imtial total mass in LEO of 164u MT 
(including p~yload) and had an Earth-to-Mars trip time of 294 days. 1t was found that solar 
sails can provide the greatest mass savings over the baseline chemical system. 
However, solar sails suffer from having very long trip times. A good performance 
compromise between a low IMLEO and a short trip time can be obtained by using 
100-MWe class NEP systems: they can even be lighter and faster overall than the 
baseline chemical system. Such systems may be particularly suited to the piloted portion 
of the mission, where a ~remium is placed on trip time. A 100-MWe SEP system is a 
close competitor to the NEP system, p'roviding almost as good a performance, but without 
the technological. operational, or ·poli1ical" constraints of space nuclear power. 

Magsail, mass driver. beame&:f.energy, and tether concepts were found to have 
moderate benefits in mass or trip time. but their performance is contingent on several 
factors which could reduce their effectiveness. For example, the magsail concept. like the 
solar sail. has infinite specific impulse. However, magsails can only operate far from a 
planet; this imposes a large infrastructure overhead since a fleet of orbit transfer vehicles 
(OTV) are required to transport the magsails and their payloads from LEO to the magsail 
operational orbit. Mass dnvers have a low ISJ) for the Mars cargo mission but they do 
have a high efficiency (electric-to-jet power). llley also can make use of any material as 
propellant. Thus, if copious amounts of "free" lunar 02 propellant were available, a mass 
driver operating at modest power levels (10 MWe or less) could show a mass savings 
over the baseline system, and do so for trip times on the order of 500 days. However, this 
is contingent on the availabiU"y of "free" lunar propellant; without this "free" propellant, the 
mass dnver is not competitive. Beamed-energy concepts were found to provide some 
benefits in mass when used as OlVs to deploy the payload (with a chemical 02/H2 stage 
for Earth escape and aerocapture and Mars) at GEO altitudes. A laser-augmented SEP 
vehicle used for the round trip to Mars also provides significant tri~ time savings over an 
un-augmented SEP system. since the laser provides a rapid Earth escape/capture. 
However. all the beamed-energy concepts suffer from the limited range over which power 
can be beamed (e.g .• microwaves to GEO or near-visible light to the Moon). Even the 
laser-augmented SEP system, which reverts to a normal solar powered SEP far from the 
Earth, requires very high-powered lasers (10-MW beam or more) to provide any 
signjficant trip time savings. Also, the space-based infrastructure (laser/microwave power 
stations. orbital relay mirrors) required to support beamed-energy transmission would 
need to be "amortized" over many users. Lastly. tether syster:i~ show only a small 
advantage in IMLEO over the baseline system. This is due primarily to the need to break 
up the 400 MT payload into twenty 20-MT segments. each with Its own chemical 02/H..2 
stage for tether-assisted Earth escape and Mars capture. Also. there is a significant [EO. 
Deimos, and Phobos tether station set-up mass investment which must be "amortized" 
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over many missions. However. tethers may have greater benefits for the piloted portion of 
the mission. For exampJe, tethers can be used to lower (de-orbit) landers and raise 
ascent vehicles. Also, a tether station on Oeimos can provide a vehicle returning to Eanh 
with Mars' escape velocity, thereby greatly reducing the trans-Earth injection propulsion 
requirements. 

Two concepts were found to have very poor performance for the Mars cargo 
mission scenario assumed in this study. These were solar thermal propulsion and rail 
guns. Solar thermaf propulsion suffers from having too Iowan ':)1200 ~sJlbm) for this 
mission. Rail guns suffer from both a low ISD and a low efficJe (efectriC-fa-jet power): 
they require high powers (50 MWel for optimum ~erformance an can only show a mass 
savings over the baseline chemrcsr system if copiOUS amounts of "free" lunar oxygen are 
available as propellant in LEO. 

Based on the results of this study, solar sails~ 100~MWe class NEP systems, and 
100-MWe class SEP systems shoutd be considered in detail for application to the Mars 
cargo mission. Further. 100 .. MWe class NEP and SEP systerr.-.:l should be evaluated in 
detail for the piloted portion of fUture Mars missions since they have the potential for 
significant savings in both IMLEO and trip time as compared to the baseline chemical 
systems. Similarly. tethers should be evaluated for the piloted portion of the Mars mission 
Since they may provide major savings In mass for the Mars-to-Earth portion of the trip. 
Magsails. mass drivers. and beamed-energy conceptS should also be considered for the 
Mars cargo miSSion, although their performance will depend on a number of factors {e.g., 
"amortiZation" of a space-based laser for taser propulsion vehiCles}. 

Finally, it should be noted that the conclusions reached in this study are highly 
mission·scenario dependent. Thus, a concept that has no benefit for the Mars cargo 
mission scenario assumed in this study may show significant benefits for the piloted 
mission. Similarly. concepts that are not attractive for Mars miSSions may provide major 
benefits when used for cis-lunar missions (e.g.. lEO .. to-GEO OTVs or lunar base 
missions). Also. different thrusting or trajectory strategies (e.g., low-thrust spiral planetary 
escape or capture, as used in this study, versus multiple-impulse medium·thrust 
trajectories) may have a significant impact on performance. Furthermore. In this study. the 
concepts were used in a pure- Mars cargo mission mode with a minimum of mixing of 
modes. For example. only the beamed-energy concapts were used in a lEO-to-GEO OTV 
mode due to the limitations in transmission distances. Future studies Should consider the 
option Of Itmixed- mission modes of operation; such as, for example, the use of an 
advanced concept for a LEO·to-GEO OTV-type transfer foUowed by trans-Mars injection 
by a second system. This may be a particulal1y attractive approaCh. since a number ot 
previous ..,1udies have shown that systems with rSJ!s of 1000 to 1500 Ibt:SIIbm (e.g .• mass 
drivers. rail guns. solar thermal propulsion, laser/microwave thermal propulsion) can 
provide major savings in IMLEO as compared to chemical systems. and savings in trip 
time as compared to high-Isp- electric propulsion systems at comparable power levels. 
Finally, the same advancea propulsion concepts considered in this study for the Mars 
cargo mission should also be evaluated for the lunar base cargo mission, again with 
IMLEO and trip time as the primary figures of merit. 

ii 
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SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION 

There are a wide variety of advanced propulsion concepts which hold the potential 
for significantly reducing the initial mau in low Earth orbit (IMLEO) or red~ the trip 
time required for missions to support fUture NASA piloted missions to Mars. Tile overall 
objective of this study was to evaluate the benefits (in terms of reduced tMlEO and trip 
time) of the use of several advanced row-thrust propulSion concepts for the cargo mission 
portion of a split piloted Mars mission in the year 2014. The concepts evaluated in this 
stl.ady include those that derive their power from sunlight or laser light, as well as those 
that use electriC power from a nuclear reactor or solar ph.otovoltaic celIS. 

1.1 CONCEPTS EVALUATED 

Conce~ts and mission scenarios evaluated in this study are summarized in Figures 
1-1 and 1-2. Those concepts which use sunlight directly inclUde the solar sail, which uses 
momentum exchange from solar photons to "push" a gossamer sail. and the solar thermal 
rocket. which focuses sunlight Into a thrust chamber to heat a propellant working fluid Oke 
hydrogen. which Is then expelled through a conventional nozzle. A concept related to the 
solar saiJ is the magnetic sail (mag sail). which uses a magnetic interaction with the 
charged particles in the solar wind to ·push" the "sail" (actually a superconducting 
solenoid magnet ring). 

Two concepts which directly use beamed energy (e.g .• laser light) from a remote 
beam source are the laser 1hermal rocket and the microwave thermal rocket. The laser 
thermal rocket is similar to the solar thermat rocket except that near-vlstble laser Ught from 
a remote laser transmitter (ground or space-based) Is used instead of sunRght. Two types 
ofmicrowaV8 thermal rocket concepts are possible. The first is the analog of the faser 
thermal rocket in that microwave radiation is absorbed by the pro~lIant and used to heat 
the propellant By contrast, the electron-cyclotron resonance (EeR) microwave thruster 
concept uses a microwave beam to directly excite a propellant and expel it; the propellant 
is in fact not just heated thermatly but rather is excited electromagnetIcally by coupling to 
the energy in the microwave beam. The ECR thruster concept is the one seteded in this 
study for use with the microwave 'thermar propulsion system 

The laser or microwave radiatJon can a'so be used indirectly to power an electric 
thruster (e.g., ion thruster) by first converting the incoming photons to electricity by either 
"solar" photovoltaic cells (near·vi6ible wavelength) or by a rectenna (microwave 
wavelength); Ihese concepts represent electnc propulsion vehicles with a potentially 
light-weight ~ower supply (receiver) on the vehicle because the actual power supply 
(transmitter) IS remotely located on the ground or in low Eanh orbit (LEO). 

A second general category of concepts ,are those which use a nuclear or solar 
electric power supply to operate electric propulslon thrusters. These include 10D-MW 
class Nuclear Electric PropulSion (NEP) and Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP), as well as 
megawatt-class rail guns and mass drivers. In the rail gun and mass driver, the propellant 
is in the form of ·pellets" which are accelerated electromagnetically in a "bucket" and shot 
out from the vehicle to provide thrust. Rail guns and mass drivers can use any materia' as 
the "pellet" mass and thus could use extraterrestrial materials as a proc.dllant source, thus 
reducing the required IMLEO. 

'·1 
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Figure 1-1. Advanced Propulsion Concepts Evaluated in This Study 
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Figure 1-2. MiSSion Scenarios 

A final, non-propulsive concept is the use of tethers for orbit raising and lowering in 
Earth and Mars orbit, respectively. The use of tethers can significantly reduce the 
requirement of the spacecraft by using tong cables to reel the spacecraft In or out of the 
deep gravity well of a planet and thus rarSe or Iowtr orbits. 

1.2 TRADE STUDIES 

As mentioned above, the primary figures-ot-merlt used in evaluating conce()!s for 
this study were the fnitial mass in LEO and trip time required for the Mars cargo mIssion. 
The primary focus is on total system mass, including the empty or -dry- vehicle weights, 
propellant, and payload (400 MT total to MarslPhobos Orbit). Also included in the total 
mass Is.the weight of any supporting infrastructure. This infrastNclure can take many 
forms. depending on the concept and mission scenario. For exampte, several of the 
concepts cannot operate directly from lEO. but instead have some minimum altitude at 
which they must opBfate. Thus, an added fleet of orbit transfer vehicles (OTVs) is required 
to boost the system from LEO to the minimum operating altitude; the dry weight and 
propellant required for the OlV fleet is included in the infrastructure mass requirement. 

For trip times. the primary figure"of-merit is the Earth-to-Mars trip time, since the 
cargo mission is a one-way delivery. In most cases, however. the vehicles ar9 i8-Usable. 
so a Mars-to-Earth trip time Is also found. The round-trip time is important it the vehicles 
are to be phased properly with subsequent launch op~nunities. For example, a system 
with a round-trip time of less than the Earth-Mars synOdic period (2.2 years) could be used 
for the next launch opportunity; longer round-trip times would require sKipping one or 
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more opportunities, thus requIring a largar overall cargo vehicle fleet for continuous 
operations. 

However. in this study. it is assumed that the full system must be depJoyed the -first" 
time. so all ~3sociated masses are included and only the Earth-ta-Mars delivery time is 
considered in detail. Re-use and Itamortization- of vehicles for multiple cargo detivery 
cycles should be considered in detail in future studies to Identify benefits ana penalties 
associated with re-use of vehicles for a continuous Mars base operation and growth. 
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1.4 ASSUMPTIONS COMMON TO ALL CONCEPTS 

Several ground jules and assumptions were establiShed which were common for 
all Of the concepts. The nrst was that the time frame of the mission be the year 2014. The 
primary requirement is to transport 400 metric tons (MT) of cargo from a SOO-km. 28.51) tow 
Earth orbit (LEO). This initial starting node was chosen as typical of a space station orbit. 
All calculat.ons of IMLEO use thl$ LEO node as a reference point. The payload is 
delivered via a slow minimum-energy conjunctlon.class trajedory to a 6000-km Mars 
orbit. This orbit is taken as the delivery node; It is at the same altitude as Phobos. 
although the need to actually rendezvous and land on Phobos was not conSidered In 
detail. 

Several of the concepts described below are large in size; Jt was assumed that it 
would be neither practical nor desirable to have these vehicles clock directly with a space 
station or base In LEO or Mars orbit. Instead. a separate chemical stage was added to the 
payload to provide a small Oelta-V capability (50 mls) for any required rendezvous and 
docking of payloads In Earth or Mars orbit. For this purpose. the Orbital Maneuvering 
Vehicle (OMV) was used. This vehicle has a -dry- weight <. ~DJy' ) Of 4035 ~ and it 
useable propellant (Mp) capacity of 4286 kg with an Isg ot 300 IDtSflbm. The OMV can 
provide a SO-mls Oelta-V for payloads weighing up to 100 MT; for payloads in excess of 
100 MT, a -stretched- OMV was used with the following scaling equation; 

MOry OMV = 3136.1 + 0.20972 • Mp [all masses in kg) 

Also. the OMV has a 463 W electric power system composed of solar cell$ and 
batteries (for shadow periods). Even though sunligtit intensity at Mars is less than half 
that at Earth, the amount of time spent In suntight and shadow in a 6000-km altitude Mars 
orbit is such that the OMV power system can provide about 66 % of its rated power at 
Mars. 

In addition. structural or docking adapters were added to the payloads. thus 
increasing the -effective- payload weight. This Is Illustrated in Fig. 1-3 fer the case of the 
OMV. Note that some of the concepts and mission scenarios require aerobraking of the 
payload into Mars orbit: this ls performed by an 92JH2 siage with an Iso of 470 Ibt·S/lbm 
and an aerobrake mass corresponding to 15 % of the vehicle (stage, propellant. and 
payload) mass at the start of the aeromaneuver. 

Another study ground-rule was that the total 400 MT payload could be split Into 
smaller units. such that the smallest unit was 20 Mr. Thus. it is possible to see the effect 
on IMLEO and trip time by increr sin~ the number 0' vehicles. but decreasing the payload 
per vehicle (and thus mass per vehlcte). e.g. one vehicle (with a 400 MT payload}, two 
vehicles flying in para1lel (each with 200 MT payload). and so on to 20 vehicles (each with 
a 20 MT payload). 

A final study assumption was that only one -neW- or advanced concept be used at 
a time. For example, an aerobraked 02/H,2 vehicle was used with the tether concept; a 
100·kW class solar eiectric propulSion vehicle was used as the ON for thoss concepts 
that cannot leave directly from LEO (e.g .. solar sails). In the context assumed in this study, 
aero braked chemical or 100-kW class SEP vehicles are considered to represent the 
baseline (non·advanced) propulsion technology available in the year 2014 time frame 
assumed for this study. Similarly. in the laser propulsion concepts, the beam power is 
limited to ranges of 1 to 10 MW since this would require electric power supplies for the 
lasers of 10 to 100 MW (electriC) assuming a 10% electric-to-Iaser efficiency; In this case. 
beam powers in excess of 10 MW would require 100-MW class electric power suppHes 
which would be considered a second "new" technology in addition to the laser. One area 
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that should be considered in future studies are synergistic combinations of advanced 
propulsion ,concepts (e.g •• tethers and high powered SEP vehicles). 
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Figure 1-3. Effective Payfoad Weight Due to Adding an Orbital 
Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV) for Earth and Mars 
Orbital Operations 
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seCTION 2 

SOLAR SAILS 

Solar sans operate bv using momentum exc~ange with solar photons: this amounts 
to a force of 9 Newtonslknl2 at 1 AU. As such, a solar sail has -infinite" specific impulse. 
because it requires no propeUant. but it has a low acceleration resulting In tong trip times. 
Also, solar sails are typically large. gossamer structures with dimensions Qf kilometers: for 
example, a typical solar sail has an area of 4 km2. 

Solar sails wel'l,e first extensively studied in the late 1970's for the Halley Comet 
rendezvous mission. At that time, there was an extensive analyses made of solar sail 
fabrication techniques (thin Silvered sheets and light-weight booms). control and 
dynamics. and 1ra.tectory analysis. The study founa that solar sans were eminently 
feasible from a technology and mission performance point of view, bl,Jt the development 
risk was considered too high for the short time available before launch. instead. Sofar 
Electric Propufsion (SEP) was considered less risky' given the mission's schedule 
constraints. 

Although the Halley Comet mission was not pursued by the United States. interest 
in solar sails for a variety of lunar and Mars cargo missions. as well as planetary mission, 
has continued because solar $Sils represent the most fuel efficient possible jnter~orbital 
"supertanker" in space. Sotar sails have been extensivel}' studied In the P8st

3
for Mars 

cargo missions; much of the discussions below are derived from these studfes.2, 

Figure 2-1 illustrates two solar sail concepts. The first is the classiC square sail 
consisting 01 a thin (few mills) sheet of silvered or aluminized plastiC stretched over a 
sUp'porting light-weight boom. Small -fly swatter"' vanes are located at the comers of the 
sail; they have a cembined area of 0.5% of the total sail area and are rotated to produce 
differential IIgM pressure for use in maneuvering the sail.3 The san can also be 
maneuvered by shifting the payload so that the center of mass is offset from the center of 
(li9ht) pressure. The second type of sail illustrated in Ag. 2-1 is the hellogyro solar sail. In 
this concept. the sail is spun like a helicopter blade; the salt material is unrolled and 
stabilized by centrifusal force. Maneuvering fs accomplished by changing the -pitch" of 
the blades. The hellogyro sail is easier to deploy than the square sail; has a greater 
stability from random disturbances (due tq its rotational inertia). but has a slower 
maneuvering rate due to the rotational inertls. 1 Thus, the two types of sails have different 
strengths and weaknesses. although the square sail. with its faster maneuvering (turning) 
response, might be favored for missions involving extensive planetary escape and 
capture spiral orbits (because the sail has to re~orient itself relative to the sun on each 
Orbit). 

Currently. there is no NASA-funded work on solar sails, although a private 
organization. the World Space Foundation. has built a prototype sat! (B80 m2 area) as a 
demonstration of the required on-orbit deployment and maneuvering capability. The 
group is awaiting a launch vehicle to place the sail in a high~altitude orbit. because a sail 
cannot operate below an altitude 21 about 2000 km due to air drag would exceeding 
photon pressure at a lower altitude. 
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Figure 2-1. Solar Sail Concepts 

In this study. no distinction is made between square and henooyro st:liis. Instead, 
the prima'Y. performance parameter is the. areal density (gramS/m2), ot the sail. This 
parameter IS an Impcnant measure of saIl performance, c8cause It determines the 
acceleration of the sail (i.e .• solar pressure {Nlkm2j divided by areal density [91m2} gives 
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accelerat;on). Areat density. in turn. is determined by uoth the thickness of the sail 
sheeting and the supporting structure. For example, in the Halrey Comet mission and 
more recently in studies hy Staehle on salls for Mars cargo missions,2 .deployable sails 
were assumed with a total areal density (sail sheet plus structure) of 5 g/m2. A 
depfoybiJle sail requites relatively thick sail sheet (e.g., 2.5-mlcron thick Kapton) to survive 
folding (on the ground) and packing into a launch ~ehicle. followed by unfolding 
(deployment) on orbit. By contrast, Garvey3 and DrexlerO have considered sails eraded 
or constructed (fabricated) on orbit; l'tecause these sails do not need to be 
fOlded/unfolded. the sheet can be much thinner (e.g., 0.015 to 0.2-microns thick). This 
results in sails which are ereded or fabricated on-oi'bit with areal densities ranging from 
1.0 g/m2 (Garvey) to less than 0.3 Q/m2 · (Drexler). Thus, a Garvey- or Drexler-type sail 
could have significantly higher acceleration, and thus shorter trip time, than a depfoyable 
Staehle-type sail. For a given area, the Staehle sail would also be Significantly heavier 
(greater IMLEO). However, this must be balanced against the infrastructure requirement 
of a sail erecti.onJfabiication facility in orbit. This faciHty would basically be a separate 
space station;3 whose mass would have to be included in the IMLEO for the advanced 
Sails. 
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SECTION 3 

1 OO-MW CLASS SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION 

3.1 iNTRODUCTION 

A Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) system. as shown in Fig. 3-1. consists ot a solar 
photovoltatc power supply. a power prccessor unit (PPU) which converts the solar array 
power output to the form requtred by the thrusters, and the electric thrusters. In this study, 
a 100-MW class SEP system was analyzed. A similar"sized Nuclear Electric Propulsion 
(NEP) system Is described In the next Section. 

Previous studies 1 have shown significant benefits for the Mars cargo mission 
utilizing NEP systems with a total (power and propulsion) specific mass of 10 kg/kW, an 
Isp of 5000 Ibtsllb...m. and a power (evel of 1 to 10 MW electric (4 MW typical). ihis SEP 
stUdy (and 1he NEP study described in the next Section) was aimed at Investigating 
ultra-high power SEP (and NEP). 

PROPULSION 
MODULE 

SOLAR ARRAYS SOLAR ARRAYS 

POWER 
SYSTEM 

JET 
POWER 
(PJET ) 

"BUS" POWER 

----" ... ELECTRIC ) PROCESSING 
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(Pe ) (PPU) 
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Figure 3-1 . Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) Concept 
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Note that in diSCUSSing SEP (and NEP) conceptS, il is the "bus· electric power (PI) 
that is quoted: thIS is the (average) power output from the solar arra,. (or nuclear reactor,. 
As shoWn In Fig. 3·1, the "bus· electric power is then fed to the power processor unit 
(PPU) and from there to the thruster. There are tosses and inefflcf8nci.s In the PPU and 
thrusters. such that the propulsion or Jet power (P Jed is typfcally 50 to 90 % of the input 
·buS- electric power. 

From an op!raticnat poJnt of view, a SEP vehicle has an advantage over a NEP 
vehicle in that the SEP vehicle can operate frOm LEO: by contrast, a NEP has a min;mum 
operational altitude of about 1000 km to ensure thai no i'adioaclive components enter the 
Earth's biosphere in case of catastrophic failure of the NEP vehicle. However, the SEP 
vehicle suffers from shadowing in Earth or Mars orbit, resulting in a longer trip tima than a 
NEP vehicle which has a continuous power source. Similarly, power output from the solar 
array drops off as the vehicle moves away from the sun. However, the efficiency 
(sunlight-to-elactri~) of the solar array increases wHh decreasing temperature. Thus. 
t~e power output from a solar array drops off more slowly than a 17R2 distance trom the 
sun. as shown in Fig. 3-2. 
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Figure 3-2. Solar Photovoltaic Array Power Output VS. Distanc3 from the Sun 
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SECTION 4 

100·MW CLASS NUCLEAR ElECTRIC PROPULSION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

A Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP) systom consists of a nuclear reactor and a 
thermal-to-electric conversion system, as well as a power processor unit (PPU) and 
electric thrusters. Unlike solar photovoltafc arrays, which scale approximately line~ 
with power level (i.e., a ro~hly constant specific mass), a nuclear power supply has the 
ability to make use of significant economies of scale. Thus, whereas a solar P!tOtovoltaic 
array in a 1OG-MWe class Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) vehicle has a sped1lc mass ot 
3.6 kglkWs. a simll8l'-power nuclear reactor with a high-temperature. Rankine dynamic 
power conversion system has a spedfic mass of onlY, 0.9 kglkWe. Therefore, there Is the 
potential for significant mass and trip time savings With NEP over SEP. 

This potential benefit, however. 1$ offset by the infrastructure required to base the 
NEP at a Nuclear Safe Orbit (NSO) of, typically, 100 to 1000 km altitude. This high 
altitude is required to ensure that. iF'! the event of a catastrophic failure, there will be 
sufficient on·orbit stay time for any radioactive components to decay to safe levels before 
re-entering Earth's biosphere. The actual altitude depends on the baUlstic coefficient of 
the vehicle (I.e., mass versus d~) and the levels of harmful nuclear isotopes that must 
decay to safe levels before air drag causes the vehlcfe"s orbit to decay and re-enter. In 
this stu~, a 1000·km NSO is assumed. Also, It was assumed that a combination of 
stand-off distance and (limited) 4-pi steradian shielding would prevent damage to other 
vehtcles or Interference with science experiments (e.g., ~mma-ray astronomy) in nea~ 
orbits. However, these issues need to be addressed in detail In future studies of 
100-MWe class space nuclear power systems. 

One Interesting as~t of NEP operation that has been identified in previous 
studies is that an NEP vehicle can safely travel once, initiaUy, from low Earth orbit (LEO) to 
NSO, because the reactor starts out "coler (little or no harrilful nuclear isotope Inventory). 
As the reactor is operated and the vehicle begins to spiral out to NSO, the rate at whfch 
harmful nuclear isotopes build up is such that. were the system to fail at that point, the 
orbital lifetime achieved at that point WOtJId exceed the time required for safe d~ of the 
harmful Isotope inventory that has been produced to that point. Thus, a NEP vehICle can 
boost itseH the first time to NSO. However, after prolonged operation it cannot return to 
LEO for periods typlcal1y given as several hundred years. 

A schematic of a 100·MWe class NEP vehicle is shown in Ag. 4-1. The vehicle 
configuration is dominated by tt1e radiators required to radiate waste heat from the 
thermal-to-electric power conversion system. As will be shown below, the radiators also 
r~resent a significant fraction of the vehicle mass. Finally, an Orbit Transfer Vehicle 
{OTV) infrastructure will be required to transfer payloads and prGpeltants to the 10OQ-km 
NSO assumed in this st~; however, as seen below. this infrastructure represents a 
small fraction of the total initial mass in low Earth orbit (IMLEO). 
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SECTION 5 

MAGNETIC SAILS (MAGSAllS) 

The magne1ic sail. or magsail. is a novel concept recendy introduced ~ Robart 
Zublin and Dana Andrews.1-3 A literature survey unCOvered no previous description of 
such a device. Figure 5-1 shows a conce~tual diagram of the magsail concept. H consists 
of a cable of superconduding material, millimeters In diameter. wfllch forms a hoop that Is 
tens to hundreds of kilometers In diameter. The current loop creates a magnetic dipole 
whiCh dverts the background flow of solar wind. This deflection produces a drag-force on 
the magsaJl radially outward from the sun. In addition, proper orientatlon of the dipole 
may prOduce a lift-force which could provide thrust perpendicular to the radial drag-force. 
The combination of these forces can be used to transport the magsaif and cargo on 
interplanetary or interstellar missions. 

FACING VIEW 

CURRENT LOOP 

SHROUD LINES 
( 24 ) 

SIDE VIEW 

Figure 5-1. Magsail Deployed With PaylOad, Normal Configuration 
(Adapted from Reference 3) 

5.1.2 Operational and Technica' Feasibility Issues 

As a relatively new concept. the magsail possesses a OlJmber of unresolved 
operational and technical feasibility issues. Dr. John L Callas of JPL assisted in the 
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definition and evaluation of these feasibility Issues.4 which include thermal control. 
structures, radiation. superconductor technology, attitude control, deployment, 
pfanetocentric operation. and Interactton with the solar wind. Each of these issues is 
described in detail below. Solutions to some of these Issues may require the application 
of advanced technology (e.g .• superconductors). others may only require innovative 
engineering (e.g •• thermal control). 

5.1.2.1 Theansl Control. For the current-canying cable to remain su~erconductJng, Its 
temperature must be maintained below the critical temperature of the embedded 
su~rconductor. Preliminary thermal modeUng indicates that in addition to passive 
reflective coatings, some form of active cooling system will be required to maintain ttl. 
:nagsail cable below 100 K in Earth-Mars space. 

If the thermal c:ontroi scheme Is based upon a continuous capablHty to orient the 
sail (i.e., to maintain a ·hot side" and a "cold side" with different abSorptivity and 
emissivity). temperature control during deployment and inflation may be difficult. For 
example, if the superconductor is inadvertently or intentionally quenched, attitude control 
is 10SI and the cable may cfrtft from proper orientation. warming it above the 
superconductor critical temperature JT d. ThiS event could pose a catastrophic failure 
mode because attitude control coul not be regained until the cable could again be 
cooled and powered-up. 

5.1.2.2 Structure" An initial baseline design discussed by Zubrin and Andrews2 
describes a magsail 64 km in diameter, with a cable diameter of approximately 5 mm. 
These dimensions suggests that the structure wilt be susceptible to vibrational motion~ 
the cabfe material must be very malleable to survive this motion without fracture. Current 
high .. temperature superconductors are like brittle ceramics in terms of their material 
propenies. Whether or not a superconductor material can be manufactured possessing 
the proper resiDency and maUeabll1ty is an important feasibility issue. It may be necessary 
to enclose the superconducting cable in a flexible sheath Of Kevlar (or some other 
material like Kevlar which is effective for tether appncations. but is more appropriate for a 
low .. temperature application than Kevlar). to provide flexible tensiia support. 

5.1.2.3 Radiation, The magnetic field of the magsall m~ generate local Van Allen-type 
radiation belts. These belts may pose a significant radiation hazard tor payload or crew In 
the vicinity of the mag sail. though not at the $leometric center of the magsail hoop. The 
background solar wind and cosmic-ray radiation may also induce long-term cumulative 
radiation damage in the superconducting hoop. degrading the superconducting 
properties of the material. 

5.1.2.4 SupercgnduG!o[ Tecl]agjpgx,. The baseline magsail designs of Zubrin and 
Andrews rely upon significant advancements

1 
aiD superconductor technology such that the 

assumed critical current density of 1 to 2 xl0 Amps/m2 must be aChievea in bulk form in 
high-temperature superconductors. Recent findlngsO suggest that Type II 
superconductors designed for high-critical .. temperature operation (T c> 77 K) are 
susceptible to "giant flux creep" (which creates resistance in the superconductor) in the 
presence of a magnetic field. The superconductor characteristics and operating 
environment assumed for current magsail designs describe a demanding combination of 
conduction current density. critical temperature. and magnetic flux density. If no solution 
is found to the problem of giant flux creep. SUbsequent reduced superconductor 
conduction current density and critical temperature win slgnificar.tly reduce magsail 
performance. 

It is also necessacy to design the magsail system to survive a. -quench-. in which 
the superconducting material loses its ability to conduct current without resistance. A 
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quench may be caused by a rise in temj)srature above the superconductor critical 
temperature. or a rise in the magnetic flux density above 1he critical field of the 
superconductor. In addition. there may be situations in which it will be desirable to 
significantly ~1uce or eliminate the current in the superconductlng cable (e.g., for 
navigation, or to release charged particles trapped in induced radiation belts). Quench 
capability coufd be provided by an external resistor bank. 

5.1.2.5 Attitudl Cont£P1. One potential attitude control schame is similar to that proposed 
for use on solar sails in which articulated control vanes (separate small superconductor 
loops for the magsaU) are used to modulatjit the center of pressure of the sail while the 
center of mass remains fixed. A second approach, again proposed for sorar salls, would 
be to shift the ::enter of mass of the magsail could by moving part of the payload out along 
a shroud line while the center of pressure remains fixed. The difference in location 
between the center of pressure of the magsail and the center of mass would induce a 
torque and small angular acceleration. For example, assuming 1hat 50 MY of payload 
could be offset 10 % of the hoop radius, the resulting torque could change the orientation 
of the baseline magsaU by 900 in 10 to 12 hours. Several issues arising lrom this scheme 
remain unresolved. Local variations in the solar wind density may cause a random 
perturbation of the center of pressure which complicates the application of thJs attitude 
control SCheme. In addition, the slow response time (e.~., 10 to 12 hours to rotate 9(0) 
may make tt cJjfficult to execute a planetocentric ·pumping orbit-raising maneuver if thrust 
vectoring is required. 

5.1.2.6 pep;lQ)'meot. The size and electrical current in the superconducting magsail 
cable Imply significant energy storage. For example. the enerav stored in the Cable of a 
64-km diameter, 10-5 Tesla magsait is approximately 8 x 1010~ Joules. A continuously 
operating 10-kW solar array would require approximately 93 days to energize the cable to 
full power. This large energy storage suggests two potential problems. First. if magsail 
deployment and "inflation" require a large amount of time, the magsail may tack attitude 
control durir'lg this period, which could lead to a subsequent loss of thermal control, as 
well as unusual mechanical stresses. Second, it mil)' be diffICult to modulate the current 
in the magsail cable in the manner required for a ·solar-pumping" maneuver described 
below. One possible method for rapid sail deflation would be to redirect part of the cable 
electric current to a radiative resistor bank. although this may aggravate the difficult 
magsail thermal control problem. 

5.1.2.7 ptanetocintric Operatign, Thus far, it is not known ,if the magsail can be operated 
near a planet's magnetosphere. In their analyses, Zubrin and Andrews have constrained 
magsaU operation to heliocentriC space: "For our reference 2spacecraft , starting in very 
high Earth orbit and about to orbit the sun at Earth radius...... Clearty. a magSail cannot 
be used within a planet's magnetosphere (between the magnetopause and the planet's 
surfac&) because there is no solar wind there. The minimum distance from the center of 
the Earth to the Earth's magnetosphere is 10 Earth radii"or 64,000 km.6 Other planets 
have significantly varying magnetosphere sizes based on the pranet's magnetic field 
strength. 

" will be difficult for the magsail to operate in planetocentriC orbits of even higher 
altitude (above the magnetopause), because in order to gain altitude in the orbit the 
magsail must execute a ·solar·pumping- maneuver analogous to that originally conceived 
for solar sail orbit raising and escape. In a planetocentric solar-pumping maneuver, the 
solar sail is feathered such that solar photon pressure is minimized when the sail is 
heading sunward. The sait is then re-oriented to maximize solar photon pressurd when it 
is trying away trom the sun. In this way, the apogee of the sail orbit Is incrementally 
boosted to achieve higher .. energy orbits or escape. However, unlike a solar sail, 
re-orienting the magsail hoop does not significantly modulate the radial solar wind 
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d~-force. In order for the magsail to execute a soiar-purnPtng maneuver, the drag-fOrce 
-utnJsr' (and po88ibly -rift") would be modulated during each orbit. In order to redUce or 
aUmlnate the radiat drag force on the ~Wind leg, the electric current in the magsail cable 
could be reduced or eliminated. This current-modulation scheme suggests several 
operatlo,lol issues. The magaait may lose attitude control, as <lesctitjed abOve. In 
addition. the circular shape 01 the superconducting cable 1$ a result of the solenoidal 
hoop-stress Imparted to a current-carrylng cable in an ambient magnetic field; Jf the 
magsail were quenched, the hoQp may loSe its shape as a result of gravity gradient or 
other perturbation forces. The magaall would be recharged before thrust could be 
generated on the downwind side. As suggested above, if the cable recharge is 
constrained by the onboard magsail power aJPply, then ..:hacging the cable to fun power 
may be time consuming (pemaps beamed power could be uti&zed). A potential solution 
to this ptOblem is to execute ttie solar-putriDing maneuver at a redUCed rnagsail energy 
level to allow quicker magsall inflation and deflStJon. 

5.1.2.8 Modeling of the SQIar WJnd:Magsaii Interac;tioD. Both a ~cle model and a fluid 
model have been proposed for calculation of the magsail drag-force radial thrust and 
lift·induced tangential thrust A particle-based model of the solar wfnd-mJ!gsaii interaction 
was d,vitlopea by callas~ Wh4Ch rough'r confirmed the results of ZiJbrin"s panicle 
model. ,a callas' model predicts a thNst 0 ~ximately 200 N for the 64-km clameter. 
1 cf5 Tesia magsail. Both Callas and ZUbrin have concluded that a fJIasn!a fluid model is 
probably most appropriate for modeling the radial and possible tangential thrust of the 
~. Zubrin's plasma fluid model predicts a minimum (quiet solar wind) thrust of 538 
N and an ave-:age lHt-to-drag ratio of 0.28. In the Mars cargo nisston analviis, it Is shOWfl 
that the initial mass in LEO is sensitive to the astimated magsall radlaf thrust, $0 this 
parameter is allowed to vary from 200 to SOD N. Perpendicular thrust (positiVe Ift·to-d~) 
was not considered in the orbital ~sis and miSsion ~rfonnance. Further work IS 
needed to fully understand the radial and tangential thN51 characteristics of the magsail. 
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SECTION 6 

MASS DRIVERS AND RAIL GUNS 

MasJ; drivers (MD) and rail guns (RGl can be used as electric propulsion 
thrusters. 1 •2 In both concepts, a propellant -peW Is accelerated in a "buckat- or 
·contalner- that couples to an externally applied electromagnetic field. The propellant 
"pellets· are accelerated to high velocities (e.g •• 12 kmls corresponding to an Isp of 1200 
Ibtsllbm) and fired from the vehicle to produce thrust. 

As shown in Fig. 6-,. the two concepts take different approaches to accelerating 
the propellant. The mass driver consists of many solenoid magnets whfch are energlzea 
in series to pull. payload bucket which contains its own magnet to couple to the 
externally appled field$. Very large mass drivers can be used 10 directly catapult vehicles 
from bodies such as the Moon which lack an atmosphere. Because any material can be 
placed in the payload bucket. a mass driver, when used as a reaction engine. can use 
any material as prop.nant. In tbis study. the option of using Junar·produCed materials 
(~.~ •• Junar soli, o~gen. etc.) for propeDant was considered as a means ot ~ the 
InitIal mass in LEO. In general, mass drivers are large and complex, but have a high 
electfic.to-jet power efficiency (70 to 90 % overall). 

The rail gun Is currently under consideration for use as a kinetic-energy weapon by 
the Strategic Defense Initiative OffIce. Although smaDer and simpler than a mass driver. 
rail guns have a lower efficiency (45 % for the vehIcle considered here) than a mass 
driver. conc.eptuaIIY• the rail gun consists only of a powar supply anct 'tWO electrically 
energized rails. A "bucket- witfi a conducttve armature is placed on (between) the railS; 
current flow through the armature produces a lorentz force which causes the bucket to 
accelerate down Ute rails. Erosion of the rails by the bucket armature is a serious problem 
that currently limits rail guns to a small number of firings; major improvements i!'AIi'etime 
are required because use as a reactiOn engine might require on the order of 1 uv firings 
for a Mars mission. 
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SECTION 8 

SOLAR THERMAL PROPULSION 

In the Solar Thermal Propulsion (STP) concept, shown in Fig. 8-1, sunlight is 
coflecled by a large inflatable Ifmirru'- and focused into a thruster where the sunlight is 
absorbed and used to heat a propellant (e.g., hydrogen) which then expands out through 
a e>nventionaJ nozzle. There are several similarities between solar thermal and laser 
thermal propulsion. as will be described below. The Air Force Astronautics Laboratory is 
currently funding STP thruster development. A prototype engine, using a rhenium-tube 
heat exchanger, has achieved spectfic impulses (IS1) in the 800 Ibts/lbm range. 
Advanced STP thruster concepts. using particle-bed heat exchangers or particulate 
absorption diredly in the propellant. are projeded 10 achiev3 IspS on the order of 1200 
IbtS/lbm.' 

INFLATABLE OPTICS 

SUNLIGHT 

PAYLOAD 

Figure 8-' Solar Thermal Propulsion Concept 
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SECTJON 9 

TETHERS 

Tether concepts for propulsion and power have been fnvesUgated within the last 
decade for a variety of space missions. Two classes of tether systems are electrodynamic 
tethers. which interact with a planetary magnetic field, and non-conducting tethers which 
interact with the praYitational field. The present study investigates the benefits of the latter 
class for propulsive assist in an unmanned, Earth to Phobos cargo mission. 

An object placed in orbit about a planetary bodJ' remains in orbit because the 
nward-directed gravitational force is balanced by the inertial or centrifugal force. in 
response to which the body moves outwards. The tether systems considered here begin 
operation with the entire system (which includes the payload, propulsive stages. tethers. 
and tether station) in a circular orbit. The tether is then deployed with the payklad and 
transfer vehicle at one end of the tether and tho station at the other. If the payload orbi~ :5 
to be r&sed. the tether is deployed "up" or radially outward. Conversely, if the payload 
orbit is to be lowered, then the tether is def?toyed "down" or radially inward. After a pariod 
of time the tether reaches mechanical equilibrium in a vertical orientation. In addition. the 
center of mass is located at an altitude slightly lower than the original altitude because 01 
a net tida1 force which has done work on the entire system. Once any transient motions 
have been damped out. the entire system orbits the planet in a circular orbit with uniform 
angular velocity. F~r an outbOund mission, the payload and transfer vehicle will be 
above the center of mass and have a velocity which is super-circular. i.e. ,faster than the 
circular orbital velocity at the payload's ahitude. The station. on the other hand. will be 
located below the center of mass and have a velocity which is sub-circular. The payload 
is then disengaged from the tether and enters a farger elliptical orbit with its perigee 
located at the release point. The station enters a lower-energy elliptical orbit with its ' 
apogee located at the release point. These omits are depicted in Fig. 9-1. The tether is 
then reeted back into the station. after which a pair of propulsive burns are required to 
bring the station back up to its original Circular orbit. The payload and transfer vehicle 
then perform 11 Dropulsive burn to reach the required velocity for injection to Mars 
(C3=9.541 km2/s2). 

In this study. the scenario described above corresponds to operations in low Earth 
orbit (LEO) where a large (500 MT) station is used to assist a payload snd transfer vehicle 
(64.3 Mn to achieve the required earth escape velocity. At Mars. the procedure is 
reversed with the payload and transfer vehicle being captured by the Deimos tether 
station and transferred to 1he Phobos station. An important operational difference is that 
Deimos and Phobo! are used as tether "stations"; the fact that these moons are orders of 
magnitude more massive than tne pay toad eliminates the necessity to reboost the 
"station" back to its original orbit. 

A two·stage aerobraked chemical (02/H2) vehicle, similartc the baseline cltamical 
vehicle described in Section 1. was used to inject the payload towards Mar~ af'or release 
from the Earth-orbit tether. The second stage continues to Mars where It aerobrakes into 
an elliptical orbit which altows it to rendezvous wi~h the Deimos tether. This mission 
scenario is illustrated in Fig. 9·2. 

Various facets of the tether system and Mars mission have bp.".1 investigated in 
some detail in the past. Paul Penzo of JPl has ~utlined design reqlJlrements as well as 
operation for a LEO tether transportation system. In addition, he hes considered issues 
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related to operation of a Mars tether transportation sY~.8m.2 The change in canter of mass 
due to the net t~dal force has been prODosed as a means of satellite relocation by Geoffrey 
Landis of the Lewis Research Center.3 

PAYLOAD 
~ ELupnCAL ORBIT 

'lNlnAL 

FINAL 
TEntER STATION 
ElliPTICAL ORBIT 

TETHER STAT~ON 
ctRCULAR ORBIT 

Figura 9-1. Tether System Orbits at Earth 

1 1NJECfTOIIAIIS 
350 km 

6100 km 

MO km PHOSOS 
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.... TA I N 

-t...:FUo-ao~ 6000.km 

Figure 9-2. Tether Propulsion Mission Scenario 
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APP~NDIXB 

UL TRA-HIGHPOWER NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The followl n9 section describes ,he first order design of a Nuclear EIe~ric 
Propulsion (NEP) concept which can be scaled over a range of electric power levels from 
20 to 500 MWe. The concept is based on a IthlumwCOOled pellet reactor driving a Rankine 
cycle dynamiC conversion system. The thermodynamic cycle 1$ used to tum a .turbine 
which actuates an alternator producing three-phase electric power at hIGh voltage. The 
three-phase power Is rectified and utilized by a mercury ion propulSion system. A 
spacecraft mass scaling model is presented which gives propulsion system mass as a 
function of electric power level. payload. ptOpeliant mass, thrust time, and specific 
impulse. A performance model for the propulsion system Is also presented which allows 
calculation of thruster efficiency as a function of s~flc impulse. The work deSCribed in 
this report was conducted in su, pport of an Inertial Confinement Fusion (leF) spacecraft 
propulsion system study team. 
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